Figure 1. Complementary Sequence Motifs in the 3Ј UTRs of Proneural Genes and Their Regulators
(A) Alignment of proneural boxes (PB) and GY boxes (GYB) in the 3Ј UTRs of proneural genes and their regulators; the antisense (AS) strand of GYB-containing sequences is shown. Complementary nucleotides in the PB:GYB core are colored green; note that GAUU or its complement (yellow) flank many GYBs and the ato PBs, respectively. GenBank accession numbers for sequence data are as follows: ac, M17120; l 'sc, X71806 and X12549; ato, L36646; Brd, AF016542; m3, M96165 and X67046; m4, X16551; m5, X16552; m␥, M96167 and X67049; h, X15904 and X15905; emc, M31902 and M32637. (B) Extensive sequence complementarity often surrounds PB:GYB core duplexes (G:U basepairs are marked with colons).
genes of the AS-C (for the PB), indicates that both complex regulatory interactions that control Drosophila neurogenesis. classes of sequence element are subject to strong selection. Furthermore, both the PB and the GYB are conserved in the orthologs of ac and E(spl)m4 from the Eric C. Lai and James W. Posakony Department of Biology distantly related Drosophilids D. virilis and D. hydei, respectively ( Figure 1A ), though these 3Ј UTRs are otherand Center for Molecular Genetics University of California San Diego wise quite divergent from their D. melanogaster counterparts. These findings strongly suggest functional roles La Jolla, California 92093-0349 for both of these sequence elements. et al., 1994). Moreover, while 7 nt is the minimum length of complementarity between any PB and any GYB, the longest possible uninterrupted duplex between a given GYB-bearing transcript and a given proneural partner is almost always considerably longer (8-12 nt). It is worth noting that in a lin-4/lin-14 duplex that has been shown to be sufficient for proper regulation in vivo, the longest region of uninterrupted complementarity is only 7 nt (Ha et al., 1996) .
The formation of the postulated RNA duplexes may serve to regulate proneural gene function, consistent with the known roles of hairy, emc, and the bHLH genes of the E(spl)-C. This might explain occasional C-to-U transitions in the GYB sequence (in emc and D. hydei m4; Figure 1A) ; these variants retain complementarity with the PB due to G:U base-pairing. It is equally plausible that GYB-containing transcripts are regulated by duplex formation. A third very interesting possibility is that RNA:RNA duplexes formed between PB-and GYBcontaining transcripts function to initiate a downstream regulatory activity affecting as-yet-unknown targets. Ample precedent exists establishing the trans-regulatory potency of double-stranded RNA (Jacobs and Langland, 1996; Nicholson, 1996; Williams, 1997) . In any case, the apparent capacity of transcripts from the proneural genes and their regulators to form duplexes in their 3Ј UTRs suggests further complexity in the already
